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ON THE 4-DIMENSIONAL POINCARÈ 
CONJECTURE FOR MANIFOLDS 
WITH 2-DIMENSIONAL SPINES 

BY 

R. P. OSBORNE 

We shall work in the piecewise-linear category, so that all manifolds and subsets 
thereof, as well as all maps are assumed to be piecewise-linear. If M is a manifold, 
denote by #k M the fc-fold connected sum of copies of M and by 2M the double of 
M9 that is the manifold obtained by sewing two copies of M together by the identity 
map on their boundaries. Pc: M is pointlike in M if M~P is homeomorphic with 
the complement of a point. Bn denotes an «-ball. Our principal theorems are the 
following. 

THEOREM. If M4 is a regular neighborhood of a contractible 2-complex then M4 

can be embedded in #h (S2 X S2)for some k. 

See [6] for a different proof of this theorem for differentiable manifolds. 

THEOREM 2. IfM* is a compact contractible 4-manifold with a 2-dimensional spine 
then 2Mé~B* is homeomorphic with a pointlike subset of #u (S2xS2)for some k. 

COROLLARY 1. If the 3-dimensional Poincarè conjecture is false then a counter
example can be constructed in #k (52X*S2). 

COROLLARY 2. If M* is a compact contractible 4-manifold with a 2-dimensional 
spine then for some k9 #k (S2xS2) contains a countable infinity of disjoint homeo
morphic images ofM*. 

1. Transforming group presentations. Let X={xl9 xz,..., xk} and let F(X) be 
the free group on the alphabet X. If { r l 5 . . . , rm} is a set of words in F(X), we define 
a Q-transformation of the set {rl9... , rm} to be the result of a finite sequence of 
transformations of the following types: for any / between 1 and m {rl9. . . , rit 

. . . , rm}->{rl9... , r'i9... , rm} where r'~uv, v being a conjugate of rf1 and u 
being a consequence of the relators {rl9... , r{_l9 ri+l9... , rm}. Two presentations 
<f>1=i(X\ R) and <f>2=(Y\ S) are g-equivalent if there is a g-transformation of R 
onto S. 

The reader should note that we are interested in presentations of groups and not 
just the groups presented. Thus (x | x)9 (x \ x9 1) and (x | xx~xx) all present the 
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trivial group but are different presentations. In this sense we think of the relators 
in a presentation as elements of the free semigroup on X U X - 1 . 

THEOREM 3. If fa=(xl9... , xk | rl9... , rm) presents the trivial group then 
^a=<*i, . . . , * * | f i , . . . , rTO, lx, 1 2 , . . . , 1&_!) is Ô-equivalent with fa=(xl9 x29 

• • • J xk | xl9 x29... , xfc, l i , 12? • • • ? lm-i) where 14- denotes the empty word. 

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the fact that {rl9.. . , rm9 1} is 
g-equivalent with {rl9.. . , rm9 w} where w is any consequence of {rl9... , rw}. 

If </> is a finite presentation, we define a 2-dimensional cell complex K$ in the usual 
way; that is, if (f>= (xl9... , xk | rl9. . . , rw) then K^ is obtained from </> by taking 
an oriented bouquet of circles yx v y2 V • • • V yk and attaching disks dl9 . . . , dm 

to this bouquet by the formulae given by the words rl9... , rm. 
The crucial link between the algebraic theorem on ^-transformations and the 

geometry is given by the following. 

THEOREM 4. If^ and <f>2 are Q-equivalent and K^ is a spine of a compact 5-mani-
foId9 M5 then K^ is also a spine of M5. 

Proof. Let N be a regular neighborhood of the 1-skeleton of K^ in M5. M5 is 
obtained from N by attaching 2-handles along simple closed curves on dN. The 
homotopy class of each of these curves is determined by the homotopy class ob
tained by collapsing N onto the 1-skeleton of K^ . Now homotopic simple closed 
curves in a 4-manifold are ambient isotopic. It follows that if r is a relator of fa and 
N' is a regular neighborhood of K$ 9 where fa is fa with the relator r omitted, then a 
simple closed curve in dN' representing r is homotopic in dN' with a simple closed 
curve in dN' representing uv9 where u is any consequence of the relators of fa and 
v is a conjugate of r±x. It follows that a regular neighborhood ofK^ is also a regular 
neighborhood of K$ if fa is obtained from fa by replacing the relator r of fa by 
the relator wr. But these are exactly the moves that can be accomplished by Q-
transformations. 

Andrews and Curtis have proved Theorem 4 implicitly in their proof of Theorem 
2 of [1]. 

2. Sums of manifolds with boundary. Let Mx and M2 be «-manifolds with non
empty boundary and let B7^1 and Bl"1 be (»—l)-balls in the boundaries of Mt 

and Af2 respectively. We define the sum M1/\M2 to be MxUfM2 where/ : J?*-1-* 
i?^"1 is a homeomorphism. If dM± and 3M2 are connected, this sum is independent 
of the choice of 2Ç""1, B2

 _ 1 and depends only on the orientation class of/. 

LEMMA 1. IfKt is a spine of Mi (/= 1, 2) then Kx V K2 is a spine of MX/\M2. 

NOTATION. We denote by Wk S2 the wedge of k 2-spheres. 

The following lemma is an easy consequence of uniqueness of regular neighbor
hoods. 
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LEMMA 2. Iff:VkS
2-+En is a pi embedding and Nn(f(VkS

2)) is a regular 
neighborhood off(vkS2) in En

9 n>5, then Nn(f(VkS
2)) is homeomorphic with 

Ak{S2xBn~2). (A* (S2xBn'2) denotes the k-fold A sum.) 

3. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 and their corollaries. Let Af4 be a compact con-
tractible 4-manifold with a 2-dimensional spine K+ . Let Q=M*xI9 then M4<= dQ. 
Suppose <£i= (xl9... , xk | rl9... , rm) presents the trivial group. Then by Theorem 
3, <£2=<*i, ... ,xk\rl9... 9rm9ll9...9 lfc-i) is Ô-equivalent with </>z=(xl9... 9 

xk | xl9... 9 xk9 ll9..., lw_x>. Now note that K^ is a spine of QAN5(vk^ S2). 
It follows from Theorem 4 that K^ is a spine of ÔA^5(VJt-i S2). Collapsing 
disks, we see that Qt\N5(yk_x S2) is a regular neighborhood of some embedding 

/ : yk-x S2-+Int(ÔAN5(Vfe_i S2)). However, since Q is contractible, O A ^ V ^ S 2 ) . 
can be embedded in E5. From this it follows that QAN^iyjt-i ^2) is a homeo
morphic with a regular neighborhood of f(Vk_1S

2) in N^V^S^^E5. By 
Lemma 2, Ô A A ^ O ^ S2) is homeomorphic with A ^ v ^ S2). 

We see that Af4 can be embedded in dN5^^ S2). Now note that N5(wm_1 S2)= 
#5(Vm-2 S^AA^V! S2) so that dWiy^ S 2)=#w_! (S2xS2). To prove Theorem 
2 note that if Af4 is contractible and K<f>i is its spine, then $x must have the same 
number of generators as relators (if there were more relators than generators then 
H2{K^G). It follows that Q A A ^ V ^ S2)=N\Vm_t S2); thus 2M4#(#m_1(S2x 
^ ) ) = # m - i ( ^ x ^ 2 ) . This shows that the complement of 2M 4 ~£ 4 in 2M4# 
(#m_i (S2 X S2)) is homeomorphic with the complement of a ball in #w_x (S2 x £a) 
and so 2M4~2?4 is pointlike. 

Proof of Corollary 1. Let P 3 be a contractible 3-manifold with 2-sphere boundary. 
Then P 3 x / i s a contractible 4-manifold with a 2-dimensional spine, thus 2(P3 x I)~ 
i 4 can be embedded in #k (S2xS2). Now P 3 cBd(P 3 x/ )d2(P 3 x7)~J? 4 c : 
# , (S 2 X5 2 ) . 

Proof of Corollary 2. This follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 8 of [3]. 

4. General comments. We would have a cross category version of the Poincarè 
conjecture for 4-manifolds with 2-dimensional spines if we knew the following 

CONJECTURE 1. A pointlike subset of #k (S2xS2) is cellular for every k. 

From this conjecture would follow: 
1. If M4 is a homotopy 4-sphere with a 2-dimensional spine then M4 is 4-sphere. 
2. A homotopy 3-ball can be embedded in E*. 
3. If the 3-dimensional Poincarè conjecture is false then a counterexample can be 

constructed in E*. 
4. A regular neighborhood of a contractible 2-complex in a 5-manifold is a 

topological 5-ball. 

The author has patterned this paper after the paper of Andrews and Curtis [1] 
that was his original source on the subject of ^-transformations. Andrews and 
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Curtis prove consequences 1-4 of Conjecture 1 based on the conjecture that every 
presentation of the trivial group is g-equivalent with an obviously trivial presen
tation of the form (xl9... , xn | xl9... , xn9 1 , . . . , 1). This conjecture seems 
quite difficult to handle and may well be false. Although the author and B. Levinger 
have devoted much effort to it they have not been able to show that the presentation 
(a, b | arzb~xc^b, &~3a-162tf}is g-equivalent with the trivial presentation (a, b | a, b). 

Implicit in Andrews' and Curtis' paper is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. If <f>x is Q-equivalent with the obviously trivial presentation and K(f,i 
is the spine of a contractible 5-manifold N5 then N5 is a combinatorial 5-ball. 
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